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Gender affirming care (GAC)
• A therapeutic stance that focuses on affirming a

patient’s gender identity and does not try to “repair”
it.

• It’s not only medical care!
• Listen, build understanding, create a safe space
where emotions, questions, and concerns can be
explored.

• Knowing the terminology is a key.

Receiving GAC decreases the
likelihood of depression and self
harming behaviour significantly

“One of the very few negative experiences we have encountered
was at the children’s hospital when a pediatrician asked
inappropriate questions which regarded our son’s gender identity
in front of the child. The kid’s response was clearly, and
understandably, negative towards the doctor after this experience.
Such encounters are very problematic whereas our son will have
to rely on the health system in the future and has to bear full trust
towards this system. It was clear to us that the acts of this
individual doctor were based of lack of knowledge and sensitivity
towards the child and therefore this example shows quite clearly
the importance of people inside such systems getting appropriate
education.”

▪ Homosexual

Do you know the
terminology?

▪ Transmasculine

▪ Lesbian

▪ Poly amorous

▪ Enbie

▪ Transfeminine

▪ Bisexual

▪ Gender expression

▪ Non binary

▪ Transitioning

▪ Pansexual

▪ Gender identity

▪ Gender fluid

▪ AMAB

▪ Asexual

▪ Gender nonconforming

▪ Agender

▪ AFAB

▪ Aromantic

▪ Cic gender

▪ Bigender

▪ Aro/Ace

▪ Transgender

▪ They/them

▪ Pangender

▪ Omnisexual

▪ Trans men

▪ Neo pronouns

▪ Demigender

▪ Abrosexual

▪ Trans woman

▪ Gender Queer

▪ Intersex

▪ Demisexual

▪ Binary

▪ Demigirl
▪ Demiboy

Sexual orientation
Most common sexual orientation
Straight/hetero
Homosexual / gay / lesbian

Bisexual

Sexual orientation is about
who you’re attracted to and
who you feel drawn to
romantically, emotionally,
and sexually.

Pansexual
Asexual / ace
Aromantic / aro

Sexuality can be fluid

Gender identity
When persons
gender identity differs
from their sex
assigned at birth.

Gender identity is the personal
sense of one's gender. It is not
outwardly visible to other people.

Trans man a man who was
assigned female at birth (AFAB)

Trans woman a women who was
assigned male at birth (AMAB)

Non binary
Genderqueer someone
who does not follow
binary gender norms

Cis describes a person
whose gender identity
corresponds to their
sex assigned at birth.

Enby

Agender
Gender fluid

The viewing of gender identity
as fluid and occurring along a
spectrum is now generally
accepted

“Being non binary gives you a certain freedom for sure, a
freedom to dress as you like, chose how you want to be
addressed and such, because people don’t know how to
stereotype you. But on the other hand it can become such a
large burden to always be in the position of having to explain
yourself, even defend your humanity, to people you might
have just met. Having to always be ready to educate and “be
patient because they are still learning”. Wanting to educate
yourself is good, but why not just do it at home on your
computer instead of being part of making my day a little
harder and more tiresome.” Mars, 23, they/them

More terms…
Gender diverse/ Gender
creative/ gender
expanding/ gender nonconforming
not
playing by gender “rules”
and stereotypes.

Gender
Socially constructed

Gender expression
How we publicly present gender
- not linked to gender identity

She/her/hers
He/him/his
They/them/theirs
Ze/hir/hirs
Just my name please!

And we wonder why….

Being trans is not a choice
No medical intervention for children
During puberty, it is possible to get
puberty blockers. Later in life, it’s
possible to get surgeries or hormones.
Name and gender registration at the
National Registry is allowed for
children under fifteen with the support
of their parents.

If trans kids can’t express
their gender it can bring
shame, anxiety, depression and
self-harm.

SUPPORT AND ACCEPTANCE CHANGES EVERYTHINGS

There is nothing irreversible done in gender-affirming
care for children. They can always change their mind.

“We never had any doubts when it came to helping our child to social
transition. On the contrary it was a relief when our kid came out and
finally told us who he was. The affects coming out as a boy had on our
kid were simply amazing. His anxiety decreased severely and for the
first time he could start practicing sports and go to classmates’
birthdays without any problems. Those tasks had been overwhelming
for him before his transition.
Others in our families were supportive as they knew our kid which had
expressed his gender quite clearly for years before he came out at the
age of seven. We are so thankful for him having the courage to express
his identity so young, and as of yet there have been very few negative
experiences in regards to him being trans.” Mother of a 9 year old trans boy

It differs when people realise they are trans
Some children start to express
their experienced gender as soon
as they start expressing
themselves, from age 2 or 3

“I always knew I was different, I didn’t
realise how until I was 14 years old.”

Some can’t put their
experience into words until
much later
often during puberty or later in life

“My daughter has always been a girl,
since she was one or two, it was never
a question for her.”

“I’m 18 years old and never experienced myself
as a girl but I’m not sure if I’m a boy”

“I never fitted in with the
girls or the boys. I never
fitted in.”

Some never express
gender in childhood,
they just follow their
environment

“When I talked about my feelings for
the first time my therapist said “you
will be a very ugly woman” and
laughed. I didn’t mention it again for
20 years.”

“I was always a boy, but noone believed me, they were
sure I was a lesbian ”

“I was never a girl when I was a child, I wasn’t a boy either. I was just a kid. In the tenth
grade and the beginning of high school, the social norm got to me and I tried to fit into my
assigned box. It feels bad to be someone I’m not. But if felt good to fit in, to be approved
by society.”

Dysphoria
The feeling of discomfort or distress that might occur in people
whose gender identity differs from their sex assigned at birth.

“When someone sees me as a girl and misgender me I get anxious”
“Not being able to be completley me makes me depressed”
“When I accidentally look into the mirror I brake down, I had forgotten
that I wasn’t me”
“I always turn off the lights while showering”
“I was working on a project with few girls at the university when the
professor walked over and said “How are you ladies doing”?. I excused
myself and went to the toilette and then home and didn’t leave the house
for two days.”

PAIN
18 years old trans boy

“Dysphoria”
Alex 15 years old trans boy

Social Dysphoria: Constant attack on the
mind. Distress caused by how the outside
world perceives you, how others address
you and what others think of you. Fear of
the world. Misgendering. Gendered world.
Dysphoria comes out in form of distress,
discomfort, sadness, anxiety, anger,
intolerance, depression, obsessive behaviour,
self harm, sucicidal thoughts and even suicide

Body Dysphoria: chest, hair,
voice, feet, hands, hips, thighs,
face, shoulders, hight…
Often misdiagnosed as anxiety disorder, Depression…

The voices in the head… they never stop… there is never
silence…
Are they looking at me? Do they see that I’m wearing a binder? Do they see my chest? He is looking
What does dysphoria sound like…?

at my chest. She definitely knows I’m not cis. Are the toilettes here gendered? I hope I don’t have to
use the toilette. They see through me. What are the toilettes like? If they see my feet under the door
they want believe I’m in the right place. If I pee they will hear I’m not a boy. Do they see what’s in my
trousers, did I tuck well enough. I will never be right. Are there mirrors here? I hope not. I hope no one
speaks to me, they will hear my voice. I wonder if I am trans? Who am I? Do I want hormones or not?
Why me? Why are they still looking at me? Do they think I’m trans? Do they know? Are they trans?
Did someone tell them? Who could have told them? They notice my high hairline. They are looking at
my forehead. I feel so bad, this will never change. I just look like a boy in a dress, who am I fooling? I
will never change. I will always be a freak. I will never pass. Maybe I’m a boy? Maybe I’m both? What
if I’m wrong? What if I’m just a lesbian? What if I tell everyone and its not right? What if I will always
be a girl? I want to ask for a binder but I don’t dare. I’m sure they will ask me something. I want to
disappear. No one gets me. Where can I hide? They are looking at how I walk. They see I’m sitting
like a girl. What am I thinking, I’ll never be a real boy. They are looking at my hands, my feet. I can’t
stay here any longer. Why did I wear this shirt, it makes me look like a girl. Change the way you are
standing now, you stand like a girl. I’m getting a panic attack. I don’t want to live like this. Help me.
Anyone…

6 year old gender nonconforming. “The angry boy is not allowed to
wear his dress to school. The happy boy wears his rainbow dress to
school and dances ballet in a tutu dress.”

How to address dysphoria?
Support groups
can be important

Never dismiss it!
Affirm and accept with respect

Make the future seem realistic

Talk to the the future self
Be aware of your biases
You will never understand fully
Artist: Nóam, 16, trans boy

Exchanging what works for them
Art, clothing, music, writing, community, YouTube…

“The support group is
imperative so that we have an
opportunity to meet people in
the same mind space. This is
nearly the only place where one
can talk comply free and on
your own terms, not thinking
about “translating” your
experiences so that they will
make sense to cis people. You
can just come as you are each
time, which we can’t do in day
to day life if we want to fit into
cishet society.”

The support of the family is the key to well
being
The process of affirming a childs gender can create all kinds of feelings.

The language is very important!
How do you talk to your child?

Some may experience grief and the
feeling of loss

Siblings can be the most supportive
or experience great loss Important
to keep them informed.

Social pressure and different
messages from familymembers
and/or professionals can stand in
the way
of the family thriving and create a
lot of insecurity and fear.

”Why didn’t you tell me
earlier that boys can have
vaginas”?

Parents need to
come out as well.
Am I doing the right thing?
Is this ok?
Should I wait?
Am I causing more harm?

Tips for your practice
Be open and welcoming

Use client’s language
and identities

• Is the website/email welcoming?

• How do you introduce yourself to clients?
• Do not assume gender identity based on
someone’s gender expression.

• Consider visual cues in your waiting room
that can signal a safe space. F.ex. pride
flags or safe space stickers.

• Make sure that your intake paperwork is
inclusive.

•Respect names and
pronouns.
•Follow your client’s lead in
terms of their selfdescribed identity.
•Use inclusive language.

Tips for your practice
•Do not judge your clients lifestyle or behaviour even if it contradicts your
own believes and ideas.
•Be aware of how minority stress could affect your clients.
•People can experience great stress by not passing in the heteronormative society.

•Don’t assume; Its always ok to ask.
•If you don’t know the terms, don’t emphasise it. You could say “tell me more about how you feel this
captures your identity”? Or “what does it mean to you”?
•People can experience terms and identifications differently.

Trans kids and young people that experience understanding and
support from their therapists are more likely to do well

Autism and gender identity?
People on the spectrum can experience gender differently
People on the spectrum can experience their bodies differently
People on the spectrum are more often trans than those who
aren’t on the spectrum

Trans people on the spectrum
Can explain their experiences later in life

Have often typical gender expressions in their youth
Gender expression varies
Often define themselves as non-binary

Professionals/therapists don’t understand
Have a harder time explaining their gender and experiences

Is it safe to address queer
issues at your workplace?
How do I know?

Thanks for
listening
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions
siggabirna@samtokin78.is
“The higher you build your barriers
The taller I become
The further you take my rights away
The faster I will run
You can deny me
You can decide to turn your face away
No matter, cos there’s
Something inside so strong…”
Artist: Ollie, 17, non-binary

